Previous research claims that the number of parties affects the representation of social cleavages in voting behavior, election turnout, patterns of political conflict, and other party system effects. This article argues that research typically counts the quantity of parties and that often the more important property is the quality of party competition-the polarization of political parties within a party system. The author first discusses why polarization is important to study. Second, the author provides a new measurement of party system polarization based on voter perceptions of party positions in the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems, which includes more than 50 separate elections from established and developing democracies. Third, the author compares party polarization and party fractionalization as influences on cleavage-based and ideological voting and as predictors of turnout levels. The finding is that party polarization is empirically more important in explaining these outcomes.
effects than party fractionalization. Finally, I discuss the implications of these findings for contemporary party systems.
The Literature on Party Polarization
The concept of polarization has developed from two distinct approaches. First, Anthony Downs (1957) introduced the concept of the spatial modeling of party systems, in which political parties (and voters) are aligned along a Left and Right continuum. This provides a framework for party competition. For instance, voters will typically select the party most proximate to their own position on this continuum. Thus, the relative movement of voters and parties along this dimension alters outcomes from election to election. Similarly, if the nearest party is far from the voter, he or she might decide to abstain from voting. Or if two or more parties are equidistant, this produces indifference that may also increases the likelihood of nonvoting and makes voting predictions less certain.
This spatial model is a powerful theoretical tool in studying elections and voter behavior, party competition, and coalition formation (e.g., Adams, Merrill, & Grofman, 2005; Laver & Hunt, 1992; Laver & Schofield, 1990) . Moreover, embedded in Downs's (1957) analyses was a concern for the degree of polarization in a party system, although it was often expressed in terms of the number of parties. For instance, Downs assumed that two-party systems would converge to the center, whereas multiparty systems would be spread along the Left and Right dimension. Downs believed that the diversity of parties would also affect the correlates of voting choice:
Voters in multiparty systems, however, are given a wide range of ideological choice, with parties emphasizing rather than soft-pedaling their doctrinal differences. Hence regarding ideologies as a decisive factor in one's voting decision is usually more rational in a multiparty system than in a two-party system. (p. 127) The ideological spread of parties also should affect the voters' proximity to a preferred party and thus the likelihood of turning out to vote.
A second approach is reflected in Giovanni Sartori's (1976) influential study of political parties (also see Evans, 2002) . Sartori began with the Downsian concept of an ideological space structuring party competition. He specifically focused on the degree of polarization within a party system Dalton / Party System Polarization 901 and argued that there were both centripetal and centrifugal forces that influenced parties' locations along the Left and Right scale. In some systemsmost often multiparty systems-these centrifugal forces produced a fleeing from the center and a pattern of polarized pluralism (Sartori, 1976, pp. 131-145) . High levels of party system polarization can intensify ideological debates, weaken the legitimacy of the regime, and destabilize the political system. Sartori illustrated his theory with descriptive accounts of highly polarized systems, such as the German Weimar system and the postwar French and Italian systems. He contrasted polarized pluralism with the patterns of moderate pluralism or two-party systems, where centripetal forces produced a different electoral dynamic and its consequences (Sartori, 1976, pp. 173-192) . Subsequent studies have adopted this framework to examine how the number of parties-if not system polarization-influences the nature of electoral choice, party coalitions, democratic representation, and political stability (e.g., Kim et al., 2006; Lijphart, 1999; Norris, 2004; Powell, 1982) .
These spatial models thus converge on a common framework for studying party systems. Parties can be conceptualized as aligned along a single policy or ideological continuum. Even if this is an oversimplification of political reality, it provides a good first approximation of the nature of party competition (Cox, 1990; Knutsen, 1998) . In addition, the distribution of parties along this continuum is an important characteristic of party systems. Often, researchers have resorted to the shorthand of counting the number of parties, because it was assumed that the number of parties reflected the degree of polarization. However, the underlying theoretical logic implies that the distribution of parties along the continuum is of equal or of greater importance than the simple number of parties. The quantity of parties is thus used as a surrogate for the distribution of parties. However, the degree of party system polarization should more directly influence both the patterns of voter behavior as well as the broad characteristics of the political system. I examine this framework in this research.
Measuring Party System Characteristics
Scholars have long emphasized the number of parties as an important characteristic of party system. Empirical researchers have adopted two different methods to count the number of parties to give weight to the relative size of parties and not just their absolute numbers. Party fractionalization (the Herfindahl index) is calculated from statistics on the relative size of parties: where i represents individual parties. The Herfindahl index can be interpreted as the probability that two deputies picked at random from among the legislative parties will be of different parties, with higher values indicating a less fractionalized party system. This measure or its variants have been widely used in empirical research on party systems (e.g., Klingemann, 2005; Rae, 1971; Sigelman & Yough, 1978; Taylor & Herman, 1971 ). An alternative statistic is the Laakso and Taagepera (1979) measure of the effective number of parties (also Taagepera & Shugart, 1989) . The Laasko-Taagepera index is simply the inverse of the Herfindahl index, which counts the number of parties weighted by size to discount the relevance of small parties. 1 In other words, different studies comparing the number of parties in a party system use either of these two indices, but these two measures are essentially interchangeable. For instance, in the elections included in the CSES database, the Herfindahl and Laasko-Taagepera scores are correlated at r = .92 (N = 62). Furthermore, these statistics on the number of parties are readily calculated for each election and each legislature from publicly reported data.
Party system polarization is a more difficult concept to measure. The logic of party system polarization implies that it should reflect the distribution of parties along an ideological dimension. Following the lead of Downs (1957) , I conceptualize parties as aligned along a single ideological dimension. A few large parties near the center of the continuum would reflect a centrist party system in which centripetal forces encourage parties to move toward the center. Conversely, a system with a number of large parties at the political extremes is a highly polarized system in which centrifugal forces are pressuring parties to move to the extremes.
Until recently, however, it was difficult to compare party systems on their degree of polarization, because this required measuring the ideological position of parties as well as their vote shares. Typically, researchers estimated polarization from indirect indicators, such as the number of parties in an electoral system, the size of extremist parties, or the vote share for governing parties (Pennings, 1998; Powell, 1982) . Sartori (1976) attempted to estimate polarization by categorizing parties as Left, Right, or Center; Sigelman and Yough (1978) used a 4-category grouping of party families available from a U.S. State Department report; Gross and Sigelman (1984) used 10-party family categories (e.g., communist, socialist, centrist, fascist) coded by the Britannica Yearbook and assigned them interval values. These methods provide broad approximations of the actual Dalton / Party System Polarization 903 ideological position of parties but treat all parties of a family as identical and differences between families as equal interval differences. Another option is the use of party manifestos to estimate parties' Left and Right positions (Budge, Robertson, & Hearl, 1987; Caul & Gray, 2000; Klingemann, 2005) . However, the comparative manifesto project focused on the salience of issues rather than party positions, and thus there is debate about the validity of this methodology (Gabel & Huber, 2000; Harmel, Tan, & Janda, 1995; Laver & Garry, 2000) .
I therefore turn to another source to directly measure the distribution of parties: the perceptions of the electorate in the nation. The CSES is a cooperative international project that asks a common questionnaire in the national election studies of many contemporary democracies.
2 The first module of the CSES included 36 nations, and the current release of the second module includes 29 nations. Thus, the CSES offers an unparalleled resource to compare partisan images across nations and to track changes in perceptions across two waves of surveys.
Following Downs (1957) and previous researchers, I begin by assuming that party politics is structured along a Left and Right dimension. The use of a Left and Right scale does not imply that citizens possess a sophisticated conceptual framework or theoretical understanding of liberal-conservative philosophy. I simply expect that positions on this scale summarize the issues and cleavages that structure political competition in a nation. Ronald Inglehart (1990) , for instance, found that citizens in most nations can locate themselves on the Left-Right scale and described the scale as representing "whatever major conflicts are present in the political system" (p. 273; also see Dalton, 2006; Huber & Inglehart, 1995; Knutsen, 1999) . The meaning of this dimension can, and indeed likely does, vary across nations. In keeping with Downs's logic, these labels provide reference points that help citizens interpret and evaluate political parties and other political actors and policies. Thus, the Left-Right dimension provides a metric for the crossnational comparisons.
The CSES asks respondents to position themselves along a Left-Right scale using the following question: After placing themselves on the Left-Right scale, the survey asked respondents to position the parties in their nation; up to six parties were included. These citizen placements of the parties provide the basis for measuring polarization for the party system as a whole. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of parties in four nations as examples of the patterns in this study. The first two panels in the figure present two nations-Canada and Spain-both with a relatively small number of parties. The size of the arrow in the figure approximates the vote share for the party in the immediately previous election. In the Canadian 2004 election, for instance, the Liberals (mean placement = 5.11) and the Conservatives (mean = 6.22) are located near the center of the scale. The New Democrats and Bloc Quebeqois are further to the Left. However, all the parties are relatively near the weighted mean of the party distribution (mean = 4.99).
Spain presents a contrasting case. The number of major parties is comparable to Canada, but the Spanish parties were much more polarized in 2004. Spaniards located the two major parties-the Socialist party (PSOE) and the People's party (PP)-near the poles of the Left-Right scale, and the PSOE is even outflanked on the Left by the United Left (Izquierda Unida). Indeed, this was a highly polarized election initially because of sharp 
disagreements between the PSOE and PP over economic policy and the war in Iraq, then punctuated by the Madrid terrorist bombing on the eve of the election. In short, even though the numbers of parties is roughly equivalent in these two party systems, polarization varies substantially. The last two nations in Figure 1 show a similar pattern for two new democracies in Eastern Europe, both with a larger number of political parties. In the Slovenian election of 1996, the public positioned all the major parties within a modest range along the Left-Right scale. In contrast, the Czech party system in 2002 had approximately the same effective number of parties, but the parties were much more widely dispersed along the Left-Right scale. The Communists were positioned at 0.77, and the Civic Democrats at 8.24. These parties represent more than 40% of the electorate, yet they are positioned near the ideological extremes. The other Czech parties are also widely dispersed between these two poles. Figure 1 illustrates two points. First, the measurement of polarization can be relatively independent of the number of parties because even party systems with relatively similar numbers of parties vary widely in the Left-Right distribution of these parties. Second, my conceptual measure of party polarization should include two elements: (a) the relatively position of each party along the Left-Right scale and (b) the party's position weighted by party size (because a large party at the extreme would signify greater polarization than a splinter party in the same position).
I developed an index to measure the distribution of parties along the Left-Right scale. 4 The Polarization index is measured as the following:
where i represents individual parties. This index is comparable to a measure of the standard deviation of a distribution and is similar to the statistics used by other scholars. 5 It has a value of 0 when all parties occupy the same position on the Left-Right scale and 10 when all the parties are split between the two extremes of the scale. This statistic calculates what is apparent from the party locations in Figure 1 . For instance, the Canadian party system in 2004 has a Polarization index of 2.06, whereas the Spanish system has an index of 4.33. Similarly, the Slovenia party system has an index of 2.15, whereas the Czech polarization score is more than twice as large at 5.43. In broad terms, it seems logical to assume that party systems with a large number of parties also tend to be more polarized. However, correlating polarization with the Herfindahl index of party fractionalization shows that these two party systems characteristics are unrelated (r = .067, N = 33). 6 The examples of Figure 1 are thus typical in showing how polarization can vary nearly independent of the number of parties. Reaffirming this pattern, Gross and Sigelman (1984) similarly found that party system fractionalization and polarization were essentially orthogonal characteristics of the 46 party systems they compared in the late 1970s.
The structure of the electoral system, measured by the district magnitude, has a stronger relationship with polarization (r = .338).
7 However, it is also apparent from Table 1 that party system polarization can vary considerably between the two CSES modules even when the electoral system is constant. We also might assume that fractionalization is greater in new party systems where party alignments are still forming and parties are less institutionalized. In fact, polarization is slightly greater in an established party system (r = .087), although this is also an insignificant correlation.
In addition, Downs's analyses presume that the polarization of a party system reflects the dispersion of citizens along the ideological dimension: In systems with voters compacted together, the parties will converge toward the median, whereas in systems with voters dispersed along the continuum, the parties will spread out to reflect this distribution. In fact, this is not empirically correct. The dispersion of citizens along the Left-Right scale (measured by the standard deviation of Left-Right self-placement) is almost unrelated to the party system Polarization index (r = .144, N = 28; CSES Module I). This is partially because most publics follow a singlepeaked distribution with only modest differences in their standard deviation and because party polarization seems to vary independently of these patterns.
Rather than such institutional structures or societal characteristics, party polarization often reflects the internal dynamics of electoral competition in a nation. Parties and their leaders make strategic or ideological choices when they begin a campaign, and other parties respond to these choices. If one thinks of the ebbs and flows of party positions across campaigns in a nation (e.g., the Nixon-McGovern campaign of 1972 versus Bush-Clinton in 1992), this illustrates how parties' campaign choices vary the level of polarization. The polarization statistic is capturing this process and displaying the nature of party competition in each system, which is also my objective.
Certainly there are limitations to these measures of polarization, as there are to measures from other data sources. I am assuming that voters can meaningfully place political parties along a Left-Right continuum. Some might question whether a single dimension is sufficient; but this often yields a good approximation of the basic cleavages in a society (e.g., Inglehart, 1990; Knutsen, 1999) . In addition, research often questions the sophistication of mass publics. However, cumulating estimates over all voters should generate a reliable measure of party positions. Moreover, even if one argues that the placement of a party is incorrect, this is still the placement that the public perceives and this is what should influence their behavior. To the electorate, their perceptions are reality. Thus, there is a strong internal logic to using citizen estimates of party positions to predict citizen political behavior.
The Correlates of Polarization
A considerable body of research maintains that the degree of polarization in a party system-often measured by fractionalization-has important consequences. A highly polarized system presumably produces clearer party choices, stimulates participation, affects representation, and has more intense partisan competition. Thus, the ideological gap between winners and losers is greater and the policy implications of government control are more substantial. Conversely, a centrist party system should reflect greater consensus within the electoral process-at least in Left-Right terms-and less interparty conflict and less political responsiveness.
To illustrate the value of measuring party system polarization, I examine two areas of party system differences that are widely discussed in the literature. First, I analyze how polarization and fractionalization might be related to the strength of voter-party relationships. Second, I examine how these two party system characteristics affect turnout in elections.
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The Polarization of Voter Preferences
One hypothesized effect of party polarization is on the correlates of party preferences. If parties offer limited choices to voters, then it is not likely that the voter blocs will differ sharply across parties. Downs expressed this idea in terms of the number of parties, although his logic is clearly based on party polarization: "Voters in multiparty systems are more likely to be swayed by doctrinal considerations-matters of ideology and policy-than are voters in two party systems" (1957) . Bing Powell (1982) discussed this hypothesis in terms of class voting. He maintained that when parties offer distinct ideological choices, then it is more likely that social class groups could identify and support a party that was more representative of their positions. When tweedledum is running against tweedledee, then there is little to choose between them. Pippa Norris (2004) similarly found that the overall level of social cleavage voting was higher in proportional representation systems than in majoritarian systems with fewer parties.
However, the focus on class voting is merely a shorthand for a broader hypothesis: Diverse party choice should generally strengthen the polarization of voters. If parties are distinctive in their issue positions, then issues can have greater weight, all else being equal (such as when the issues are of equal relevance across nations). I might debate the causal direction of this relationship, but the present analyses simply focus on the strength of this relationship.
I can test this hypothesis in two ways with the CSES surveys. First, I calculated the relationship between social class and party support across nations. I expect that class issues are generally relevant in contemporary electoral systems and that the level of class voting will be stronger in more polarized systems. However, I also know that the institutional history of a party system and the nature of class-interest group alignments affect the level of class voting (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967) . Therefore, as a second step, I generalize this test to examine variations in the correlation of Left-Right self-placement with party choice. Most voters in most party systems can locate themselves along the Left-Right scale. As noted earlier, I do not presume that they have a deep understanding of the Left-Right scale in liberal and conservative ideological terms. Rather, Left-Right positions summarize positions on the political issues of relevance in a nation (Fuchs & Klingemann, 1989; Inglehart, 1990; Knutsen, 1999) . In some nations, this may tap class conflicts; in other nations, cultural or social issues are more important. Thus, Left-Right position acts a summary of the issues most relevant to the respective public in each nation.
To demonstrate the value of the Polarization index, I compare the level of class voting as a function of the polarization and fractionalization of the party system. I examined the 26 nations in the second module of the CSES that asked the same question on party preferences and coded social class into the same categories.
9 My dependent variable is the correlation (Cramer's V) between social class and party preference.
The strength of class voting is related to the nature of the party system. Using the Fractionalization index, there is a .32 correlation between fractionalization and the strength of the class voting correlation. That is, class voting is stronger in more fractionalized party systems. However, the Polarization index shows a stronger tendency for the strength of class voting to be higher in more polarized party systems (r = .47). Table  1 ; available from www.cses.org.
An even more robust test is the correlation of Left-Right self-placement with party preference, because this is a more encompassing measure than the single cleavage of class voting. I believe the Left-Right position is more comparable across nations in examining party system effects because class voting may reflect the structure of interest groups or the composition of the labor force. Figure 2 presents the relationship between Left-Right attitudes and party preferences as a function of party system polarization. There is an impressively strong (r = .63) relationship between the party polarization and the correlation between Left-Right attitudes and party choice. For instance, returning to the examples from Figure 1 , Canada in 2004 has a low level of party polarization on the x-axis (2.06) and the correlation between Left-Right attitudes and vote is only .27 on the y-axis; polarization is higher is Spain and the correlation is stronger (r = .34); and even higher polarization in the Czech Republic yields an even stronger correlation (r = .36).
The results of Figure 2 may seem unsurprising and inevitable: With more electoral choice, voters can more clearly translate their Left-Right orientations into a party preference. Indeed, this is the theoretical logic I am testing. But the important factor is not the number of party choices, which is what previous research has primarily tested, but the ideological diversity of choice as measured by the Polarization index. I can demonstrate this point by repeating the analysis using the Fractionalization index instead of polarization. Figure 3 shows that party system fractionalization is unrelated to the strength of the Left-Right relationship (r = -.020).
10 As I demonstrated above, party systems can vary in the number of parties almost independently of the polarization among the parties. Thus, the correlation between Left-Right attitudes and party preferences can be stronger in a system with fewer parties but more polarization (e.g., Spain, r = .34) than in a system with many parties but less polarization (e.g., Finland, r = .29)
A unique aspect of the CSES study is that I can replicate these analyses with the nations from the Module I data set. I again find that the impact of Left-Right attitudes on party preferences is strongly conditioned by the level of polarization in the party system (r = .69, N = 27).
11 At the same time, party system fractionalization has little relationship to the strength of the Left-Right relationship with party preference (r = .16).
The Party System and Voting Turnout
Another commonly cited consequence of the fractionalization and polarization of party systems is turnout in elections. The logic is quite clear. With few choices, voters have limited opportunities to find a party that represents 912 Comparative Political Studies their views and thus may choose to abstain from voting. However, as the number of choices increases, voters should more easily find a party they agree with, which justifies the effort to cast a ballot. Thus, a host of crossnational empirical studies have demonstrated that party system fractionalization, along with other institutional characteristics, is related to aggregate levels of election turnout (Blais & Dobrzynska, 1998; Jackman & Miller, 1995; Norris, 2004; Powell, 1982) .
This pattern reflects Downs's (1957) logic that abstention increases when the distance between a voter and the nearest party on the political continuum also increases. However, if the underlying process is based on ideological distances, then the number of parties may be a poor measure of proximity. As seen above, there are multiparty systems with parties compacted together and thus offering limited choices, whereas systems with fewer parties have these parties dispersed along the Left-Right scale. In other words, even when studies examine the number of parties, the dispersion of parties along the Left-Right scale should be a more accurate measure of the hypothesized causal process.
Although the logic of party system polarization effects seems straightforward, the estimation of effects is complicated by the other institutional and contextual factors that influence aggregate turnout levels. For instance, Pippa Norris's (2004) recent analysis of aggregate turnout used seven different institutional variables. In addition, prior research identifies other predictors that one might include in a comprehensive model (e.g., registration requirements or when elections are held).
It is not possible with the small number of nations in the CSES to have such an extensive model, and so I focus on a subset of key predictors. First, to have a comparable measure of turnout, I measure turnout percentages as a function of the total voting age public that partially adjusts for the differences in voter registration requirements across nations.
12 Then I entered several predictors into three regression models. I started with the two measures of party system characteristics: polarization in Model I, fractionalization in Model II, and then both characteristics in Model III. The models also include two other institutional factors: the existence of compulsory voting requirements and whether the turnout was for a sole parliamentary election or for an executive or executive-parliamentary election. These two variables were among the strongest institutional predictors in Norris's (2004) models. 13 Table 2 presents these three regression models. In the first model, the polarization of a party system has a distinct positive impact on turnout (β = .289). These effects are comparable to those of a compulsory voting system, which has a slightly stronger effect (β = .384). By comparison, the second model exchanges party system fractionalization for polarization. Using the standardized coefficients as a guide, fractionalization has approximately half the impact of the polarization variable. A third model includes both party system measures. Again, party polarization emerges as substantially stronger than party fractionalization; the results are largely the same as Model I, and the explained variance is quite similar. Only the coefficients for compulsory voter in Models I and III are statistically significant at the .05 level for a one-tailed test, largely because of the small number of nations I am analyzing. However, party system polarization approaches significance even with this small N, and the Fractionalization index is far from 914 Comparative Political Studies being significant. These results reinforce the point that polarization is the key variable, not the quantity of parties.
In summary, the nature of the choices available to voters is strongly related to the level of turnout in elections. However, the number of parties, although easily measured, is less important than the diversity of choices that the parties offer.
Polarization and Democratic Politics
The point of this article was not to criticize the concept of party system fractionalization. Counting the number of parties has proven to be one of the more powerful theoretical and empirical concepts in explaining important aspects of party competition and even the workings of the democratic process (e.g., Klingemann, 2005; Lijphart, 1999; Powell, 1982 Powell, , 2000 Taagepera & Shugart, 1989) .
However, I maintain that counting the number of parties is often a surrogate for a richer characteristic of a party system that is more difficult to measure-party system polarization. Polarization measures how parties are dispersed along an ideological continuum, indicating the range of ideological choices that parties represent and not just the discrete number of parties. Embedded in formal theories and empirical analyses of party system is Dalton / Party System Polarization 915 the belief that this ideological dispersion does matter, and this research focused on testing this belief. An initial finding is that these two party system characteristicspolarization and fractionalization-can vary almost independently of one another (also see Gross & Sigelman, 1984) . I used public perceptions of party positions to measure party system polarization and then to demonstrate its independence from fractionalization. Thus, this research shows that simply counting the number of parties may be easier and readily available for most party systems, but in many cases it will miss the property of party systems that is of prime interest.
Second, I found clear empirical differences in the correlates of polarization and fractionalization. The polarization of a party system is related to stronger correlations between class and the Left-Right relationship with party preferences. To the extent that political parties are supposed to be channels of expression that allow citizens to vote their preferences (Sartori, 1976) , then party system polarization substantially strengthens this process-but party fractionalization has little impact on these relationships. Similarly, voting turnout appears more strongly related to party system polarization than fractionalization. Moreover, because of the expansion in the number of democracies, these effects appear for a broader range of democracies than has typically been found in earlier studies on party systems. In addition, the two modules of the CSES have already provided replications of several of my findings.
This does not mean that counting the number of parties is irrelevant. In some cases, the number of parties may be of prime interest, such as the increase in coalition negotiation costs as the number of parties increases. In other instances, the number of parties may be the only surrogate for partysystem diversity. However, when party system effects are contingent on processes linked to the ideological distance between voters and parties, such as the two examples presented here, then we should strive to add polarization measures to the analyses of party and political behavior.
Indeed, the evidence of polarization effects described here suggests that further attention to past studies of party system fractionalization is warranted. Arend Lijphart (1999) , for example, emphasized the number of parties as an element of consociational democracy, largely derived from his initial research on the Netherlands. However, the relationship between parties may be more important than the number of parties; thus, polarization in the Dutch 1998 election with many parties was barely higher than the British 1997 election with its two-and-a-half party system. Similarly, the stability of political systems should be more a function of the polarization nations and was most comparable across different elections for presidents or the lower or upper house of Parliament. The class variable is B2012 in the CSES dataset (April 2006 release). I excluded the Philippines from these analyses because only a very small proportion of the respondents were willing to express their partisanship on any question.
10. To illustrate how fractionalization and effective number of parties yield equivalent results because of their high intercorrelation, I related both to the level of class voting and Left-Right voting using the CSES Module II. Fractionalization has a .32 and -.02 correlation with both variables as described in the text. The effective number of parties yields .25 and .00 correlations for these same two relationships.
11. Module I does not have the same question on the preferred party. Therefore, I use party choice in the legislative election or the presidential election if there was not a legislative election (A2029, A2030).
12. Similar to Norris (2004) , I measure turnout based on the voting age population and draw these data from the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (http://www.idea.int/vt/survey/index.cfm). However, the voting age population statistics are not available for the most recent elections, so I limited the analyses to the Module I nations where the data are available.
13. The other aggregate predictors were human development, district size, the frequency of national elections, and three measures of party system fractionalization (electoral system, party competition, and effective number of parliamentary parties). See Norris (2004, pp. 158-159) . I would like to include additional variables, but the results of Table 2 suggest that there are relatively few cases for the number of predictors.
